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M55 Mechanical  Water Seal Conversion Kit

1.0 Introduction
    This conversion kit will eliminate the current lip seal that is installed on
your Inkometer. The existing lip seal gradually develops a groove in the
brass roller shaft  which causing a water leak. This new conversion kit
utilizes a mechanical seal assembly which slips over the existing shaft
hence does not rely on the brass roller shaft to complete the seal. 

2.0 This kit consists of the following components:

2.1 Shaft seal assembly, this comes assembled and includes:
    2.1.1 Aluminum shaft adaptor
    2.1.2 Seal assembly 
    2.1.3 #112 O-ring

2.2 Casting assembly, this comes assembled and includes:
     2.2.1 Modified brass water seal casting 
     2.2.2 Ceramic seal seat

2.3   4- #8-32 screws

3.0 Old Seal Removal

3.1 Drain the water from the inkometer and remove the hoses and fittings
from the water seal casting. Place a small container under the water seal
assembly to allow the water to drain from  brass roller. Save the fittings,
you will use them again in step 4.7.



3.2 Remove the 4 #8-32 screws that secure the water seal casting as
shown in figure 1.

               

Figure 1

3.3 Remove the water seal casting as shown in Figure 2. Please return this
casting to Kershaw Instrumentation LLC as an exchange. 

Figure 2



3.4 Remove the four screws that secure the aluminum disk and remove
this disk from the Inkometer as shown in figure 3. This disk will not be used
again.

Figure 3

4.0 New seal Installation
     
4.1  Clean any rust or debris off of the brass roller shaft that was left from
the old seal. You may want to turn the Inkometer on slow speed and
CAREFULLY hold a “Scotch Brite” pad to the shaft to clean it. Wipe off the
shaft with some alcohol or solvent to make sure its clean.

4.2 Apply a small amount of silicone to the shaft as shown in figure 4. This
will insure a good seal between the shaft and the shaft adaptor an will also
insure that the adaptor doesn’t slip on the shaft upon rotation. 

Figure 4



4.3 Slip the shaft seal assembly over the shaft as in Figure 5. Rotate the
assembly as you go to distribute the silicone. 

Figure 6

4.4 After completing step 4.3, inspect  the open end of the brass roller
shaft to insure that the O-ring is seated properly and also clear out the
excessive silicone from the bore of the shaft.

4.5 Install the modified casting as shown in figure 7.

Figure 7



4.6 Install the 4,  #8-32 socket head cap screws as shown in figure 8.
When tightening these screws it should compress the 2 seal halves
together about 1/16 - 1/8 inch. 

Figure 8

4.7 Install the original fittings that you removed in step 3.1. 

4.8 Connect the hoses to the fittings

4.9 Fill the machine with water/antifreeze. This should be a 50% - 50%
mixture. If the fluid that you removed in step 3.1 is clean you can use it
again.

5.0 Inspection
     Turn on the water pump and check for leaks. Now turn the motor on to
turn the  brass roller at 400 RPM and check for leaks.

6.0 Return casting
    Please return the old casting to Kershaw Instrumentation LLC so we can
modify it and use it again in a future application. You can use the label
below to send it back.
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